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How to get a job at Zoo – Exclusive Summary
1. Check the places where they typically advertise such jobs.
Most ZOOs in the world are governed by the cities where they are located. And the cities
would not advertise jobs on commercial job boards, such as Monster or Top Jobs.
They will post them on their own website, in local newspapers, or on a bulletin board next
to the town hall. A job offer may be advertised also on the bulletin board in the zoo, in the
entrance area. Be sure to check all these areas regularly.
2. Befriend someone in the ZOO
The easiest way to get a job in the ZOO is personal recommendation. Go to the ZOO, spend
time looking around, and talk to people who hang around and feed the animals.
Try to make connection and once this connection has been made (not in the first meeting), tell
them about your desire to work with the animals. Once something become avaliable, they will
let you know.
3. Apply for internship through University
Veterinary faculties or faculties where you can study Biology or Zoology often cooperate with
the ZOO. They would send a few students each year for internship (sometimes paid other
times not).
It is not the same like having a real job, but it allows you to understand the place, to make
some connections, and, when the right time comes, to apply for a full time job–maybe even at
the end of your internship term.
4. Go in and ask
The most direct way is simply walking in the administrate building, knocking on the door of
the zoo director, and offering your labor. And perhaps also something more.
If you make a good impression, if your body language is right, if you come up with some
great interview answers, you may as well succeed...
Full article and more information: https://interviewpenguin.com/how-to-get-a-job-atzoo/
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